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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This newsletter is intended to keep HL7 Clinical Information Models and Tools 

(IIM&T) Project’s co-sponsors, stakeholders and proponents informed and engaged 

regarding status, issues and plans, in anticipation of the Jan HL7 meeting. Briefly, 

 The Data Access Framework (DAF) has been renamed US Core.  

 The CIMI workgroup is conducting an HL7 comments only ballot1 overviewing its 

Core Reference Model, Reference Architypes and Patterns approach. Ballot content 

was due to HL7 by December 3; so, results will be available for the HL7 January 

12-20, 2017 San Antonio, Texas Workgroup meeting. 

 As a part of this ballot the Patient Care Workgroup Skin / Wound Assessment 

pilot project’s DCMs are converted into FHIR profiles and extensions.  

 Excluded from this ballot are FHIM domain models, CIMI Detailed Clinical 

Models (DCMs), and CQI/CDS Knowledge Artifacts (KNARTs).  

 The FHIM, CQI/CDS and CIMI teams are refactoring the FHIM Domain Class 

Models and CIMI Basic Meta Model (BMM) with the new Clinical Statement 

Reference Architypes and Patterns, derived for the Skin / Wound Assessment Pilot 

Project, as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. 

 FINDING, ASSESSMENT and EVALUATION are included in the Jan Ballot. 

 PROCEDURE is planned for the May Ballot.  

 CQI’s and CDS’s workgroups 2017 plans include completing CQL 1.2, the FHIR 

Clinical Reasoning Module (formerly CQF-on-FHIR IG) and the QI Core FHIR 

Profiles. QI Core is being updated to be derive from FHIR US Core (formerly 

DAF), and several production projects are in progress or planned for 2017.  

 Concurrently, the IIM&T project is developing both A CLIM (SOLOR, FHIM, 

DCM, CQF, FHIR) 1) Practitioner Users Guide for Clinicians, Analysts and 

Implementers and a 2) Style Guide describing the high-level patterns, models and 

terminology bindings for Informaticists and developers.   

 The SOLOR Team is refocusing and will report their status and plans later.  

 12 

                                                           
1 https://www.dropbox.com/sh/kf1ibc9cw0fu0j0/AADDokjei11A3rnGbpcSFs4Ra?dl=0 ballot materials 
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RECURRING EVENTS 

Tuesdays 

1500 ET: HL7 EHR WG 
Dial-in: (224) 501-3412, Code: 798-931-918 # 

https://global.gotomeeting.com/meeting/join/798931918 

Wednesdays 

1200 ET: HL7 CDS WG 
Dial in: (770) 657-9270, Code: 6870541# 

https://global.gotomeETing.com/join/383926805 
http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=Clinical_Decision_Suppo

rt_Workgroup#Other_Meeting_Minutes 
1400 ET: FHIM Terminology Modelling 

Dial in (571) 317-3122 Code: 783145837#  
https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/783145837 PC: 

FHIM 

Fridays 

1100 ET – HL7 PC Skin/Wound Breakdown Risk 
Dial in: (770) 657-9270, Code: 943377#  

https://www.callinfo.com/prt?host=level3&an=8663654406
&ac=2933774 

http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=PC_CIMI_POC_Minutes 

1300 ET – HL7 CQI WG 
Dial in: 770-657-9270 Code: 217663 

https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/474457221 

1430 ET – FHIM Information Modeling 

Dial In: (571) 317-3122, Code: 783145837# 
https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/783145837 PC: FHIM 
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FEATURED ARTICLE  13 

 14 

 Integration of Information Models and Tools (IIM&T)  15 

Accomplishments to Date 16 

IIM&T is a work in progress. Since September 2016 the CIMI sponsored HL7 IIM&T Project Scope Statement was vetted by the 17 

co-sponsoring workgroups and Subject Matter Experts (SME) and is ready for the HL7 Steering Division (SD) and Technical 18 

Steering Committee (TSC) review and approval before or during the January 2017 HL7 Workgroup Meeting in San Antonio.  An 19 

IPO DoD VA Joint Exploratory Team (JET) proposal was submitted to fund two years of pilot studies to verify and validate the 20 

IIM&T approach. 21 

 22 

The CIMI Working Group is currently defining an HL7 Common Logical Information Model (CLIM) which aims to formally unify 23 

and in some cases, integrate several existing models including the FHIM, CIMI DCMs, CQI QUICK, US Core FHIR Profiles, FHIM, 24 

vMR, and QDM data models within an HL7 Service Aware Interoperability Framework (SAIF). This logical model shall also 25 

formally align with the SNOMED CT Concept Model and other standard terminologies that comprise SOLOR.  26 

 27 

In preparation for the January 2017 HL7 Comment Ballot, Galen Mulrooney, Claude Nanjo, Richard Esmond, Susan Matney and 28 

Jay Lyle focused the group’s initial efforts on: 29 

1. Identifying the technologies used to represent this model and defining proper guidelines for their use. In particular, 30 

a. The CIMI Working Group has identified UML Architype Modelling Language (AML) profile as the preferred 31 

modeling framework for the CIMI Reference Model and top level archetypes and the use of OpenEHR technologies 32 

for the definition of downstream archetypes including detailed clinical models (DCMs). Note that AML models are 33 

ultimately converted into their Basic Meta Model (BMM) and Archetype Description Language (ADL) 34 

representations, both are OpenEHR specifications.  35 

b. The CIMI Working Group has agreed to model CIMI patterns using the OpenEHR BMM Specification and all 36 

constraints on these patterns using OpenEHR ADL Specification. The team has agreed to not allow the definition of 37 

new classes and attributes at the archetype level. 38 

2. Achieving consensus on a common foundational model aligned with ISO13606 and OpenEHR serving as a starting point for 39 

both CIMI clinical models and CQF knowledge artifacts. 40 

3. Defining the proper alignment of the CLIM with the SNOMED CT Concept Model so that terminology alignment is not an 41 

afterthought but is done as part of the foundational development of the model. 42 

4. Defining the foundational FHIM and CIMI Clinical Statement Pattern to enhance the models’ alignment with the SNOMED 43 

CT Situation with Explicit Context concept model and allow for a consistent approach for the expression of ‘negation’; where, 44 

the CLIM must support the expression of presence and absence of clinical findings or the performance and non-performance 45 

of clinical actions and the expression of proposals, plans, and orders. 46 

5. Surfacing existing CIMI archetypes as formal UML models for community review and building on that work using existing 47 

models as a starting point in a joint development effort; where, the CIMI team introduced three new core models: the CLIM 48 

ASSERTION, EVALUATION (AKA OBSERVATION or RESULT), and PROCEDURE Patterns. 49 

6. Exploring the generation of consistent and traceable FHIR profiles from CLIM artifacts, first manually and then using SIGG 50 

(MDHT, MDMI) and FHIR tools. 51 

 52 

Historically, CIMI has focused on laboratory result observations. The CIMI Working Group is currently working on further fleshing 53 

out the CLIM to include many of the core classes, which make up the FHIM, vMR, OpenEHR, and QDM models such as procedures, 54 

medication-related classes, and encounters. In this ballot cycle, the CIMI Working Group also explored the relationship between 55 

physical evaluation results and clinical assertions using the Wound Assessment pilot study as a concrete use case; where, the pilot 56 

focused on the clinical-statement ASSERTION and EVALUATION patterns as shown in Figure 3. For the May ballot cycle, we 57 

plan to expand this use case to include PROCEDURE. 58 
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Software Development Process “on FHIR”. 59 

 60 
Figure 1 IIM&T Software (SW) Development “on FHIR”    61 

Figure 1 shows potential Use-Case processes and products; where,  62 

1) Path 1 7  8 represents the ideal case; where, reusable FHIR-based components are available. 63 

2) Path 1  2  3  4  7  8 is when new requirements are met locally; but, HL7 Items A-C are not updated.  64 

3) Path 1  2  3  4  5 6  7  8 is when new requirements are met locally; and, HL7 Items A-C are updated. 65 

4) Step 9 is periodically done to configuration manage, version control, publish and standardize HL7 Items A-C.  66 

 67 

Our objectives are  68 

1) CLIM and FHIR artifacts are tool based and feely available2. 69 

2) To produce quality documentation and training videos to enable: 70 

a) 1, 2, 3, 4 done by Clinical Business-Analysts 71 

b) 2, 3 and 4 governance done by the organizations doing the work   72 

c) 5, 6 and 9 governance done by the appropriate HL7 workgroups  73 

d) 7 and 8 done by Software Developers  74 

 75 

As an example, when Michael van der Zel does Business Analysis / FHIR Development, he generally follows these steps: 76 

 Understand and document the business process (aka Use-Case) (Figure 1, process 1) 77 

 Detail the process into steps  78 

 EHRS-FM might help determine functional requirements and their conformance criteria 79 

 Determine the needed information for each of the process steps (inputs and outputs)  80 

 EHRS-FM can help because it has a mapping to FHIM and FHIM has a mapping to FHIR 81 

 FHIM might also be used directly 82 

 Find existing models and terminology (DCM, FHIR, etc., (Figure 1, Items A. and C.) 83 

                                                           
2 Some tools may have a licensing fee, such as IBM RSA, Sparx EA, No Magic MagicDraw. 
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 Create / adjust / profile DCM or terminology, if needed (Figure 1, processes 2 & 3) 84 

 Find mapped FHIR resources or map / create / profile FHIR Resources from DCM logical models identified in previous 85 

steps. (Figure 1, process 4) 86 

 Use existing FHIR implementation to realize the system (deploy the profiles) (Figure 1, process 7 and Item C) 87 

 Do Connecthatons (Figure 1, process 8) 88 

 89 

Michael believes the process analysis step is very important and should be made explicit; where, CIMI’s CLIM is about logical models 90 

that are transformed (using predefined mappings) to implementation models (FHIR profile Resources). For the transformation of 91 

CLIM, we can use the SIGG and FHIR tooling. So, we express CLIM as FHIR Logical Models AKA FHIR Structure Definitions), 92 

using SIGG tooling, and then use FHIR mapping to generate FHIR profiles, analogous to what ClinFhir (David Hay) is doing. For 93 

testing software, Michael thinks the Connectathons are very important. 94 

 95 

Following Figure 1, a software (SW) project will follow some combination of these use case steps:  96 

1) Do Business and FHIR Analysis to determine system requirement-specifications and conformance criteria (Figure 1, process 1); 97 

where, EHRS-FM might be used; because, it is traceable to CLIM (FHIM) and CLIM will be traceable to FHIR.  98 

 Note that the HL7 Service Aware Interoperability Framework (SAIF) Enterprise Compliance and Conformance Framework 99 

(ECCF)3 can be used to maintain a project’s requirements-specifications, design and test artifacts. 100 

2) Maintain the FHIM, CIMI, CQF, etc. models (Figure 1, process 2) to meet the requirements; where, models may be updated 101 

and bound to SOLOR4. This work can be done with an UML tool or the OpenEHR ADL workbench. 102 

3) Maintain SOLOR (SNOMED with extensions for LOINC and RxNorm shown as Figure 1, process 3). If appropriate SOLOR 103 

concepts which do not exist, can be added using the IHTSDO workbench with ISAAC plugin. Processes 2 and 3 are closely 104 

related and may iterate back and forth or may be done simultaneously. 105 

4) Use SIGG (MDHT, MDMI) to generate the needed implementation artifacts (e.g., FHIR structure definitions for profiles or 106 

extensions, CDA or NIEM IEPD specifications can also be done).  107 

5) Governance involves change control, configuration management and version control; where, CLIM governance is generally 108 

federated. That is, local development organizations govern their own artifacts and may wish to provide versions to HL7. 109 

Appropriate HL7 workgroups govern HL7 artifacts and ballots.  110 

6) Similarly, FHIR governance is generally federated; where, local development organizations govern their own artifacts and may 111 

wish to provide versions to HL7. At HL7, FHIR-compliant reusable-artifacts are governed by the FHIR workgroup. 112 

7) Develop software components is generally done by commercial, government and academic organizations and their contractors. 113 

HL7 provides artifacts, documentation and training to empower these efforts. 114 

8) Test and use software components is generally done by commercial, government and academic organizations and their 115 

contractors. 116 

9) Periodically, CIMI and FHIM artifacts are balloted as HL7 and/or ISO standard, which include the set of clinical domain 117 

information models (e.g., FHIM covers 30+ domains), CIMI DCMs, CQI HeD Knowledge Artifacts with SOLAR derived 118 

terminology value-sets. Having standard requirements-specification conformance criteria traceable to FHIR implementation 119 

artifacts can maximize efficiency and effectivity of multi-enterprise clinical-interoperability. These tool-based standardized 120 

clinical interoperability artifacts can be augmented with business, service and resource requirements-specifications conformance-121 

criteria models and implementation artifacts. HL7 and its workgroups have identified best-practice principles and tools supporting 122 

its clinical-artifacts, which can provide standardized approaches for government, industry and academic organizations to adopt, 123 

train and use. These standard use-cases, conformance criteria models and implementation artifacts can be used and maintained 124 

within an HL7 Service Aware Interoperability Framework (SAIF) and Enterprise Compliance and Conformance Framework 125 

(SAIF) to support specific business use-cases, process models, acquisitions and/or developments. 126 

 127 

                                                           
3 SAIF and ECCF are documented at http://www.hl7.org/implement/standards/product_brief.cfm?product_id=3  
4 Various organizations use IBM RSA, Sparx Enterprise Architect or No Magic MagicDraw UML tools with AML-Stereotype plugins. Currently, IBM 
RSA does not have an AML plugin. 

http://www.hl7.org/implement/standards/product_brief.cfm?product_id=3
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Structure of the Clinical Logical Information Model (CLIM) 128 

The CLIM consists of the three reference model layers (also called modules) and two archetype layers shown in Figure 2. 129 

 130 
Figure 2 Informatics Perspective of CLIM Reference Architypes, Patterns (Aka BMM), DCMs And HeD KNARTs 131 

 132 

The CIMI Reference Model is expressed using the OpenEHR Basic Metamodel (BMM) Language. The archetype layers are 133 

expressed using the OpenEHR Archetype Definition Language (ADL).  While reference model modules define classes, attributes, 134 

and class hierarchies, the archetype layers only specify progressive constraints on the reference model but do not introduce new 135 

classes, attributes, and class-class relationships. 136 

 137 

1) The CIMI Core Reference Model provides the core granularity of the CIMI model and introduces its top-level classes such as the 138 

DATA_VALUE class and the LOCATABLE class. This reference layer module defines the CIMI primitive types and core data 139 

types. 140 

2) The CIMI Foundational Reference Model is closely aligned to ISO13606 and the OpenEHR Core Reference Model. It defines 141 

foundational CIMI clinical documents and clinical record patterns. It also introduces the PARTY, ROLE, and 142 

PARTY_RELATIONSHIP patterns and defines the top-level CLUSTER class for complex CIMI type hierarchies. CQI 143 

Knowledge Artifacts may also leverage this layer. 144 

3) The CIMI Clinical Reference Model consists of the classes derived from existing CIMI archetypes, the FHIM, QUICK, vMR, and 145 

QDM. This layer defines the set of 'schematic anchors' (to borrow Richard Esmond's term) or core reference model patterns from 146 

which all CIMI archetype hierarchies and ultimately Detailed Clinical Models (DCMs) derive. Requirements for this layer come 147 

from FHIM, vMR, QDM, QUICK, FHIR DAF, SDC, etc...  148 

a) The goal is to define the reference models with low FHIR transformation costs where feasible noting that we will inherently 149 

have some divergence due to the different requirements underlying both models.  150 

b) Galen points out that, FHIM’s expressivity will not carry over to CIMI DCMs given the models' different requirements (e.g., 151 

FHIM includes finance and accounting).   152 
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4) The CIMI Foundational Archetypes define the top-level constraints on the CIMI Reference Model. These typically consist of 153 

attribute formal documentation and high level attribute semantic and value set bindings. Archetypes at this layer will provide the 154 

foundational requirements for future US Core and QI Core profiles. Future pilots will explore the generation of US Core and QI 155 

Core archetypes from these CIMI archetypes. 156 

5) The CIMI Detailed Clinical Model Layer represents the set of leaf-level constraining profiles on the foundational archetypes to 157 

create families of archetypes that only vary in their finest terminology bindings and cardinality constraints. This layer is intended 158 

to support clinical interoperability through an unambiguous specification of model constraints for information exchange, 159 

information retrieval, and data processing. 160 

 161 

From layers 1-5, we define the set of transformations (e.g., SIGG (MDHT, MDMI)) to generate the corresponding FHIR profiles 162 

including the US Core and QI Core profile sets. Note that FHIR profiles can be generated from the various levels of the archetype 163 

hierarchy depending on requirements. The lower down in the hierarchy, the more prescriptive the profile is in terms of constraints. 164 

Much like ADL Archetypes, FHIR profiles can be layered.  165 

 166 

It is important to note that some FHIR profiles may be derived from the Foundational Archetype Layer (e.g., US Core, some QI 167 

Core profiles, some CQIF profiles on PlanDefinition, Questionnaire and ActivityDefinition, etc...) and others from the DCM Layer 168 

(e.g., bilirubin, HgA1c, etc...). In other words, the arrow for FHIR Profiles stems out of the outer box rather than the last of the inner 169 

boxes (the DCM box).  170 

 171 

Next Steps 172 

While much was achieved in the last three months, a great amount of work remains to be done. In the short term, the CIMI Working 173 

Group in conjunction with the FHIM Team plans to: 174 

1. Review all submitted ballot comments. 175 

2. Further discuss and validate the proposed Assertion and Evaluation Result models including whether both models could be 176 

combined into one or whether the two forms are fully inter-convertible. 177 

3. Validate the Clinical Statement model against the negation requirements documented by the Patient Care Working Group. 178 

4. Harmonize the CIMI, FHIR, and FHIM provenance models. 179 

5. Better understand the modeling boundary between the CIMI Statement Context and Statement Topic classes. 180 

6. Continue making progress on the alignment between the CIMI Logical Model and the SNOMED CT Concept Model. 181 

7. Validate the approach for the generation of FHIR profiles from CIMI models. 182 

8. Enhance and complete the CIMI Skin and Wound Assessment models and archetypes. 183 

 184 

In the longer term, the CIMI Working Group plans to: 185 

1. Further align CIMI with the FHIM and fully define the CIMI Clinical Reference Model Patterns. 186 

2. Refine the model’s modules. 187 

3. Align CIMI archetypes with OpenEHR archetypes. 188 

4. Begin validation pilots. 189 

5. Start on tooling development to support authoring and model transformations. 190 

 191 
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HL7 Patient Care Workgroup’s Wound Care Pilot Project Status 192 

 193 
Figure 3 Clinical Perspective of CLIM Reference Architypes, Patterns (Aka BMM), DCMs And HeD KNARTs Based on 194 

SNOMED Observable Model  195 

Historically. CIMI focused on lab-result OBSERVATIONs; where, the Patient Care WG’s CIMI validation wound/Skin Assessment 196 

pilot study is focused on clinical-statement FINDINGs, ASSERTIONs and EVALUATIONs (AKA OBSERVATIONs or 197 

RESULTs) as shown in Figure 3. The ‘2016Q4 EVALUATION = the pre-2016 OBSERVATION in “Lab OBSERVATION”. 198 

Briefly, models based on CIMI, FHIM, QI Core, and US Core specifications, and using SOLOR terminologies require ambiguities 199 

to be resolved / harmonized. Galen, Claude, Richard, Susan and Jay are working on the harmonization represented in Figure 2 5. 200 

The HL7 Patient Care Workgroup Wound Assessment Pilot Project6 is providing the reference use-case and information model for 201 

this pilot study. Claude and Galen have defined candidate clinical FINDING, ASSERTION and EVALUATION Reference 202 

Architypes and Patterns, as shown in Figure 3 and the teams are working through concept inconsistencies. As an example, another 203 

inconsistency is the “SIGNATURE” concept which in FHIM is simply ATTRIBUTION (set of persons signing or cosigning a 204 

clinical statement), while in CIMI “SIGNATURE” is an ACT (EVENT) with full SNOMED CONTEXT (who, what, when, where, 205 

how, etc.); where, FHIM is migrating to the CIMI approach.  206 

 207 

A consensus may be emerging from the discussions, summarized below; where, CLIM has a single “SNOMED-question and LOINC-208 

answer pair” Reference Architype Pattern (AKA FINDING, OBSERVATION, EVALUATION, RESULT), as recommended by Keith, 209 

Gerard and Walter; but, allows multiple consistent (iso-semantic) implementation DCM and KNART Patterns (AKA ASSERTION, 210 

CONDITION, PROBLEM, DIAGNOSIS), as suggested by Stan, Claude, Jay, Thomas and Richard. Lively January HL7 workgroup 211 

meeting discussions are anticipated on these and related logical models and tools, for Reference Architypes, Patterns, DCMs and 212 

KNARTs, and FHIR implementation models and tools.  213 

 214 

                                                           
5 Current figure version is available at https://docs.google.com/drawings/d/1xQF5SZxwi8DiFG1C7uI9eBo6RkgYtA3iIekeuDOC8Es/edit 
6 For the Wound Assessment project, see http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=PC_CIMI_Proof_of_Concept  

https://docs.google.com/drawings/d/1xQF5SZxwi8DiFG1C7uI9eBo6RkgYtA3iIekeuDOC8Es/edit
http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=PC_CIMI_Proof_of_Concept
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The following discussions, show the ambiguity of the concepts and terms being harmonized: 215 

1) Keith Campbell states that ASSERTION and EVALUATION are sometimes clinically indistinguishable and should be treated 216 

as one (e.g., OBSERVATION or EVALUATION).  217 

a) Gerard Freriks prefers one pattern internally (e.g., OBSERVATION or EVALUATION). He points out that how users want 218 

to see the data depicted on the screen is their (implementers) choice, e.g., a red Ferrari keeps its “color = red”. 219 

 220 
i) Gerard is confused about what FINDING, ASSERTION and EVALUATION, which are statements about Patient 221 

systems or other processes. 222 

(1) To Gerard ASSERTIONs are OBSERVATIONs, meaning things that are observed by a human in the patient 223 

system or other processes using our senses. 224 

(2) To Gerard EVALUATIONs are Assessments/Inference of the Patient system or other processes. They are 225 

generated using our brains and existing implicit and explicit knowledge. 226 

 In Gerard’s opinion, we need: 227 

(1) Planning of actions, setting goals, they can relate to the Patient system or other processes and the brain is used 228 

(2) Ordering of actions, this can relate to the Patient system or other processes and the brain is used. 229 

(3) Execution of a process:  data generated during execution related to the Patient system or other processes, such as: 230 

(a) Process of OBSERVATION: Lab test result 231 

(b) Process of Assessment: Lab test result suggests a set of possible disease as the cause 232 

(c) Process of Planning: A goal is set; a course of action is documented: medication and new tests are ordered 233 

(d) Process of Ordering: Medication is ordered 234 

(e) Process of Execution: when the order is executed data is collected about times of administration or side effects 235 

noted, etc. 236 

(f) Process of OBSERVATION: new test results are observed 237 

(g) Process of Assessment: Lab test shows normalization 238 

(h) Process of Planning: next steps, actions, discharge letter, etc. 239 

(i) etc. etc. 240 

(4) Gerard thinks that 5 generic Processes need to be modelled, or perhaps 6 when the assessment about the Patient 241 

system is called an Inference about the Patient system; where, some physical OBSERVATIONs need a lot of 242 

interpretation, assessment. But, since these OBSERVATIONs start with the use of biological senses these are 243 

OBSERVATIONs. 244 

(a) Examples are: Chest sounds, bowel sounds, heart sounds, palpations, estimations of size 245 

 Gerard notes we document the provision of Healthcare. This places the healthcare provider in the center of any EHR. 246 

(1) the healthcare provider is using his senses and brain. 247 

(2) the healthcare provider decides what to document about the Patient System. 248 

(3) All items (statements) are ASSERTIONs in an EHR. 249 

(4) How should we model ‘FACT’, a slippery term; where, EHR records are subjective opinion; and where,  250 

(a) Things observed use the healthcare provider’s senses and thoughts. 251 

(b) A second dichotomy is: a new information item (Statement) and a re-used one. 252 

(c) A third dichotomy is: clinical data about the patient system and about other administrative, process logic 253 

related items (statements)? 254 
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(5) Gerard does not like terms like: FACT, ASSERTION; rather, we need terms that describe the three dichotomies. 255 

Plus, we need a Documentation Model that supports the clinical treatment process: OBSERVATION - Assessment 256 

- Planning - Ordering (treatment)- Execution 257 

(a) An example about the Eye is an analog to the boundary problem between structure and coding system; where, 258 

we must make a choice to express the same thing in one single pattern. And we must leave it to the 259 

software/screen builders to generate either option. 260 

(6) In summary, Gerard agrees that the terms used are not well defined (definable). Since we are having this 261 

discussion, it proves that something is wrong. Gerard’s recommends: 262 

(a) take the healthcare provider (HcP) as documenting point of reference; where, the HcP uses his senses and 263 

brain and documents what he has perceived and thought of in a Statement 264 

(b) the focus of the HcP’s Statements are either about perceived phenomena or about processes (Patient System, 265 

organizational, administrative, knowledge management) as Assessments/Inferences 266 

(i) OBSERVATION: perceived phenomena in either the Patient System, or other organizational, 267 

administrative, knowledge management processes 268 

(ii) ASSESSMENT/INFERENCE:  thoughts about either the Patient System, or other organizational, 269 

administrative, knowledge management processes, using Observations, implicit and explicit information 270 

(iii) PLAN: decisions, to do lists, procedures, guidelines, that can be ordered and impact organizational, 271 

administrative, knowledge management processes 272 

(iv) ORDER: decisions implying factual instructions to be executed and that impact either the Patient system 273 

(treatment), or organizational, administrative, knowledge management processes 274 

(v) EXECUTION DATA: data generated during the execution of a process. These are phenomena that can be 275 

perceived. 276 

b) Walter Sujansky provides an engineering perspective, rather than an epistemological/ontological perspective.  Considering 277 

that our goal is to build *machines* (software) that serve as *tools* for health care providers, ontological distinctions only 278 

matter if they materially influence (1) the ease with which such machines are built or maintained, (2) the correct 279 

functioning of such machines given their requirements, and (3) the value such machines provide when used as tools by 280 

health care providers.  Walter has found it’s useful, when discussions drill down to subtle distinctions of semantics, to step 281 

back and consider whether and how such distinctions impact any of these engineering considerations.  282 

c) Based on those criteria, Walter agrees with those discussants who question the validity of distinguishing among 283 

“ASSERTIONs”, “EVALUATIONs”, “FINDINGs”, “OBSERVATIONs”, “FACTs”, “JUDGEMENTs”, etc.  from a 284 

*semantic* perspective.   When it comes to software that stores and reasons over information about individual patients, 285 

each of these notions essentially refers to some “BELIEF7” about the state of a patient that was derived from some 286 

signal in the real world (let’s call it “data”), interpreted in some manner by an agent (either a person or an instrument), 287 

and then recorded in the information system using some representation scheme.  In this sense, information systems 288 

never contain purely objective “data”, per se, but only the recorded interpretations of data.  All terms listed in caps 289 

above are subjective representations (BELIEFS) about a patient’s state in reality.  As examples, consider the following 290 

BELIEFs about a patient that may be stored in an information system and later used for reasoning by humans or 291 

software: 292 

 Patient X has a fasting blood glucose measurement of 9.4 mmol/L  [even this entails the interpretation of a 293 

physical blood sample by a man-made instrument that applies certain analytical/interpretive techniques] 294 

 Patient X has a Type II diabetes 295 

 Patient X has a first-degree relative with Type II diabetes 296 

 Patient X has a probability of coronary artery disease > 35% 297 

 Patient X has a papular rash 298 

 Patient X has a Braden score of 7 299 

 etc.   300 

                                                           
7 “BELIEF” may not be the perfect term for this more abstract notion, but, (1) it’s different than the other terms that have been 

used in the discussion and the model under design to date, and (2) it appropriately connotes the subjective nature of all 

information stored in healthcare software systems. 
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d) Some of these beliefs are more subjective than others, and it may be important to represent in the information system 301 

the degrees of subjectivity or uncertainly corresponding to each, because that may need to be taken into considering 302 

when human users or decision-support algorithms reason over the recorded BELIEFs.  However, I would posit that 303 

representing the “subjectiveness” or uncertainly of BELIEFs by simply categorizing them as “ASSERTIONs” versus 304 

“EVALUATIONs” or “FACTs” vs. “JUDGEMENTs” is a blunt instrument that is neither necessary nor sufficient to 305 

support reasoning; where, it is the support of reasoning by a person or a machine that is the only important 306 

consideration in how these different types of BELIEFs are represented in the information system.  At the simplest 307 

level, such reasoning by a machine might consist of the following rule: 308 

 If Patient X has Y, then Z  { some other BELIEF about Patient X }   ,  where Y is some BELIEF about Patient X  309 

 From a semantic point of view, whether the BELIEF “Y” is categorized as an ASSERTION, EVALUATION, 310 

FACT, or JUDGEMENT doesn’t seem to matter in applying the rule above.   311 

e) Finally, when it comes to discussion of entity/attribute/value triplets versus other ways of modeling BELIEFs, these 312 

seem to be standard engineering issues of alternative ways to model data in software systems and databases, rather than 313 

issues with semantic import.  The semantics of the BELIEF and its implications in human or machine reasoning are the 314 

same, whether a BELIEF is modeled as 315 

 the unary predicate Diagnosis-Patient-X (Type_II_Diabetes) or  316 

 the binary predicate Patient X (has_diagnosis, Type_II_Diabetes) or  317 

 the ternary predicate Belief (Patient_X, has_diagnosis, Type_II_Diabetes) 318 

f) From an engineering perspective, however, it certainly does matter how different beliefs are modeled in the 319 

information system because the implemented reasoning mechanism must be able to pattern-match against BELIEFs 320 

accurately in order to draw inferences correctly.  Specifically, if a rule is modeled as “Patient-X(has_diagnosis, 321 

Type_II_Diabetes) => Patient-X(needs_HgbA1c)”, then a belief modeled as “Belief(Patient_X, has_diagnjosis, 322 

Type_II_Diabetes)” will fail to match for technical reasons (not because the semantics of the BELIEF in the database 323 

don’t match those in the rule’s antecedent).  So, the data-modeling discussion is important from an engineering 324 

perspective, but I don’t believe it’s useful or important to draw distinctions between ASSERTIONs and sor between 325 

binary predicates and EAV triplets from a semantic/ontological/epistemological perspective, as some of the discussion 326 

to date has endeavored to do.  Semantically, they are all equally BELIEFs. 327 

2) Stan Huff states that the ASSERTION and EVALUATION distinction, of FINDING, is structurally aligned with clinical 328 

practices. An ASSERTION is a natural statement for a clinician to mean the implied definition of a term (e.g., the patient has 329 

diabetes; where, diabetes means a set of commonly understood clinical EVALUATIONs), while EVALUATION is in the form of 330 

a question and answer; where, the question is typically a SNOMED term and the answer is typically a LOINC response (e.g. Q: 331 

“Does the patient have an Skin Ulcer Risk?”, A: the Braden score is 7, indicating a high risk). Stan notes that ASSERTIONs can 332 

be converted to EVALUATIONs; but, the reverse is not always true, which implies OBSERVATION or EVALUATION can be 333 

the singular machine representation suggested by Gerard.  334 

a) Thomas Beale supports a separation of EVALUATION (which he assumes means FACT or OBSERVATION here) and 335 

ASSERTION (opinions of various kinds). The former state real things observed in the world; the latter are inferences. In the 336 

clear majority of cases, the difference is obvious. Confusing facts and inferences isn't likely to be a good idea in the kinds of 337 

intelligent computing environments we are aiming for. Thomas points out a confusing kind of statement that many have 338 

trouble with this classification; where, an OBSERVATION is converted to a score value, e.g. breathing OBSERVATIONs 339 

are classified into 0, 1, or 2 per Apgar criteria; and where, the classification system (typically a score result like Apgar, 340 

Braden scale, Waterlow, Barthel, GCS etc) is acting as an inference engine converting OBSERVATIONs to 341 

EVALUATIONs, according to a set of fixed rules. So, clinical statements based on these score systems can become 342 

EVALUATIONs (as Stan noted above), but others see them as surrogates for bands of OBSERVATION values. The diagram 343 

appears to take the former line with the Braden score = 7 as an EVALUATION. 344 

 Thomas observes that if EVALUATIONS (measurement results) and ASSERTIONS (classifications) are the two 345 

reliable types of clinical statements relating to OBSERVATION, he thinks 'EVALUATION' and 'ASSERTION' 346 

are not good name; because, he is not clear where OPINIONs and DIAGNOSIS, ORDER and REPORT OF 347 

ACTION PERFORMED go. An analog is the EP approach, which is a common in ontology representations, which 348 

may or may not deal with what we think of as values. EAV is more common in data modelling, since values are 349 

everything. So, the EA part of an EAV representation normally wants to be mapped to the EP structure of relevant 350 

ontologies. 351 

b) Richard Esmond points out that one of the challenges that constantly crops up around this topic is nomenclature.  Certain 352 

words / phrases are such a common part of our life that it's nearly impossible to not gravitate towards them - so they get 353 

reused in confusing ways. Clinicians have confusing ways to deal with realities and ways they talk about it; where, CIMI 354 
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must disambiguate as much as possible and allow things to be stored in the EHR using single patterns and not competing 355 

ones. (confusing ones).  356 

 ASSERTION and EVALUATION are a perfect example.  These discussions on the ASSERTION / EVALUATION 357 

boundaries are not testable, as suggested by Stan or follow Keith’s recommendation to NOT use ASSERTION and 358 

EVALUATION.  359 

 Having said that, Richard also agrees with Thomas’s comments about the very real-world distinction between 'fact-ish 360 

things' and 'judgement-ish things'.  361 

(1) If an O2 sensor logs a data-point, it might have made an error (such as being disconnected), but even an erroneous 362 

reading is an important data-point.  It's a data-point that records the fact that the O2 sensor wasn't working.  So, I 363 

think of this type of information as 'fact-ish'.   364 

(2) A clinician recording a diagnosis of depression is a good example of of 'judgement-ish' information.  There isn't a 365 

simple blood-test for depression.  A diagnosis would be made based on the preponderance-of-evidence, all of 366 

which will be subjective.  I think of this information as 'judgement-ish'. 367 

 Richard agrees with Thomas's point that these two scenarios are very different, but Richard’s understanding of the 368 

difference between ASSERTIONs and EVALUATION doesn't involve the 'fact-ish' / 'judgement-ish' boundary.  He 369 

understands the difference between the ASSERTION-pattern and EVALUATION-pattern being related to how the 370 

'question' is being defined. 371 

 The ASSERTION-pattern relies on a certain level of inherent understanding of the question being asked being pre-372 

coordinated into the focus concept. 373 

(1) An ASSERTION-pattern example: {Fracture of femur | 71620000} 374 

(2) all by itself, this concept-value implies something about the question being asked.  If this concept-value (all 375 

by itself) is inserted into a patient’s medical record a certain implication could be assumed:  They broke their 376 

leg.  (I'll come back to presence / absence / certainty in a moment) 377 

 An EVALUATION-pattern example: {August 24 1980} 378 

(1) This is obviously a date-value... but there is nothing inherent within the date-value to imply that it reports 'the 379 

data of X'.  It could be a birth-date, admission-date or the date a patient died.  This value needs a computable 380 

definition of the question being asked because by itself its insufficient as a data-point with computable 381 

meaning.  And the same holds true for Positive / Negative lab-results, or unit-based values, IE - {25.3 ml/dl} 382 

only has meaning when paired with a question (an observable entity concept) for which it is the answer.   383 

(2) As a summary of Richard’s view... the ASSERTION / EVALUATION nomenclature is used within CIMI 384 

discussions to refer to whether or not the question is implied in the concept of the answer.  But, even in the 385 

case of ASSERTIONs, we are looking to add additional 'modifiers' and 'qualifiers' to both the ASSERTION-386 

pattern and EVALUATION-pattern to document Presence / Absence, Method, Certainty, Risk, Criticality, etc.  387 

And this is where I would assume the 'fact-ish-ness' and 'judgement-ish-ness' is most appropriately recorded.  388 

(correct me if I'm wrong) 389 

 Richard makes one last comment on what he believes Keith's is referring to when Keith makes the point that an 390 

ASSERTION / EVALUATION doesn’t have to be differentiated. 391 

(1) The ASSERTION-pattern is based on the premise that an addition concept-id isn't necessary to define the question 392 

being asked - but that doesn't mean you couldn't assign a single-concept for 'FINDING-ASSERTION' and provide 393 

that each time - which would turn ASSERTIONs into EVALUATIONs.  So, now you just have one kind of 'thing' 394 

to diagram. 395 

(2) Richard personally agrees with his point.  From an engineering perspective, the code is nearly identical, the code 396 

would simply look for the 'FINDING-ASSERTION' concept and branch.  The functional difference at run-time is 397 

still there, but the diagrams that we draw grow somewhat less complex.   398 

c) Claude Nanjo believes that judgement-ish type qualifiers - e.g., who asserted this fact, the supporting evidence/data, etc... - 399 

should probably be defined in specializations of the core pattern or included in the core pattern but left for archetypes to 400 

leave it in our out. If we favor the former and wish to avoid design by constraint, then the current model needs to be 401 

modified since right now it includes both types of qualifiers. Stan and Susan were exploring more appropriate 402 

specializations of these patterns.]  403 

i) Claude agrees though the fact that it is a judgement-ish thing does not necessarily force you towards an 404 

EVALUATION result or ASSERTION pattern - even though, in this case, the ASSERTION pattern is more natural - 405 
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i.e., I classify this patient as a member of patients with schizo-affective disorders vs mental disorder (or whatever is the 406 

right key/characteristic) = schizo-affective (the answer).] Claude thinks we need two representations because one form 407 

is generally more natural than the other in specific contexts. Typically, measurements follow the evaluation result 408 

pattern rather than the assertion pattern. On the other hand, classifications into cohorts so to speak, tend to fall more in 409 

the assertion camp and would look somewhat unnatural in the evaluation result format (though, as Keith points out, it 410 

can be done). 411 

ii) Claude points out it is important to note that at the level of the reference model, the distinction between 412 

EVALUATION results and ASSERTIONs is primarily structural. An EVALUATION result captures information that 413 

needs to pair a key (question, etc...) with a result (answer, etc...). That information may be fact-ish or judgement-ish. In 414 

an ASSERTION, the concept being asserted is not paired with a result. Whether it is fact or judgement becomes 415 

relevant at the archetype level. For instance, CIMI would define specific archetypes to express, say, an encounter 416 

diagnosis on top of an ASSERTION pattern. This approach is taken because of the fuzziness of the boundary between 417 

OBSERVATIONs and conditions in FHIR at the core resource level. It is different for different people. The reality is 418 

that most fact-ish things will probably be represented using the EVALUATION result pattern - e.g., some patient 419 

characteristic and a value for that characteristic. Most judgement-ish things will probably be represented using the 420 

ASSERTION pattern. However, both structures can be interconvertible in some cases: Eye color = brown vs 'Has 421 

brown eye color'.]  422 

iii) Claude notes a related question is whether it's desirable to pre-coordinate meaning related to the 'Question' into the 423 

answer-concept such as 'Family history of X' or 'On examination - X'.  Which is useful if you are stuck with an 424 

architecture that desires a single concept-id, like most legacy EMRs, but annoying otherwise. Claude Nanjo feels, on 425 

this topic, the preferred CIMI models/archetypes will not pre-coordinate but isosemantic representations that prefer 426 

pre-coordination in the code can. In CIMI, the ASSERTION is the TOPIC and the family history modifier is part of the 427 

(situation with explicit CONTEXT's) CONTEXT. The Clinical Statement combines the TOPIC with the CONTEXT to 428 

represent a situation with explicit CONTEXT] 429 

d) Michael van der Zel recognizes the Figure 3 distinction between ASSERTION and EVALUATION, from his experience; 430 

where, in a current project, they model this as either an "interpreted" or "raw data" OBSERVATION. The first is more of an 431 

EVALUATION (interpreted by a human or machine!) and the second is more ASSERTION (by human senses or senor 432 

devices / lab / imaging / DNA). 433 

e) Jay Lyle reiterates Stan’s point that it is possible to represent ASSERTIONs as EVALUATIONs, but there is more than one 434 

way to do it. Richard’s suggestion is that the question is some consistent value like “ASSERTION of” and the answer is the 435 

FINDING value we previously had in ASSERTION. Others suggest that the FINDING is the question, and the answer is 436 

either the presence concept or possibly a count.  We will need to identify a criterion for determining whether to keep 437 

ASSERTION or merge it with EVALUATION, and another criterion for determining what EVALUATION pattern to 438 

adopt. 439 

 Jay observes regarding the ASSERTION/EVALUATION terminology, if there is a terminology already more broadly 440 

established in some domain to describe this distinction, it might be useful to use that. His search has been unsuccessful. 441 

Perhaps the entity approach Thomas suggested could help (especially if there were some existing reference) -- though 442 

using “property” and “attribute” to make the distinction may be confusing to some. Regarding adopting one pattern, 443 

that sounds like a desideratum, but one to be weighed against another: to capture data close enough to user form to 444 

avoid the need for excessive transformation; where, mixed internal representation will be a source of confusion; better 445 

to convert all data to the same underlying form. 446 

 Jay Lyle argues that Family Hx. should be an ASSERTION. Thomas Beale states that statements in a Family History 447 

are literally facts, i.e. reports of OBSERVATIONs e.g. mother had breast cancer, but are chosen and recorded because 448 

they act as surrogate statements of risk, e.g. of the risk of daughter getting breast cancer. As such they act as 449 

EVALUATIONs. There is thus a pattern such that an EVALUATION about risk for patient P can be formulated in 450 

terms of an OBSERVATION about Q (some other entity). A normal EVALUATION takes the form Obs + KB => 451 

Inference, where KB = knowledge base. In a Family History, usually just the OBSERVATION is recorded, because the 452 

very fact of the OBSERVATION being about another entity (normally a biological relative) and the stated genetic 453 

relation (mother or whatever) directly implies a possible future diagnosis of the same kind of OBSERVATION for the 454 

patient. Jay Lyle is not sure if Patient Obs. is an ASSERTION or an EVALUATION; where, Complaint would be an 455 

ASSERTION, while a Physical Exam OBSERVATION could be either an ASSERTION (vital sign, ROS) or an 456 

EVALUATION (lesion, breath sounds).  457 
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 In an earlier draft version of this diagram, Jay Lyle removed Condition between ASSERTION and the skin ulcer risk; 458 

because, he didn’t think we have any distinguishing characteristic that makes it necessary to have a “condition” – in 459 

fact, he think having it reintroduces a complication we’re better off handling with the “concern” decoration, i.e., while 460 

I think this captures a common usage, what people call conditions are FINDINGs that someone is concerned about – 461 

you can’t categorically classify any specific FINDING as a condition.  462 

 463 
 Thomas suggests If 'Condition' is to appear in statements, he would expect it to appear in an EVALUATION (usually a 464 

Dx) that asserts the presence of the condition based on various supporting OBSERVATIONs. Hence 2h OGTT sample 465 

of >7mmol/l blood glucose => diabetes, where 'diabetes' is the name of a real process asserted to exist in the patient. 466 

Thomas does not understand what 'ACT', 'TOPIC' or the relation between them (no matter which way around it is) 467 

represent. 468 

 Jay makes the following clarifications 469 

(1) is-about links: this is the “TOPIC” association. The TOPIC is what the statement is about -- here, an ACT or a 470 

FINDING 471 

(a) Thomas thinks that by 'TOPIC' we probably mean just 'entity', since 'TOPIC' is likely to be a 472 

relative/subjective concept (whether something is a 'TOPIC' in a discourse is likely to depend on many 473 

things). He suggests 'FINDING' probably means 'state' i.e. state of a Continuant at some time.  474 

(2) ASSERTION & EVALUATION have nothing to do with objectivity: they are patterns. EVALUATION is a 475 

question & answer (like a LOINC-supported value); ASSERTION is a unary ASSERTION like an SCT FINDING 476 

value; but, Jay suggests calling FINDING something else in CIMI to distinguish it from SCT FINDING, which 477 

aligns semantically with the value half of EVALUATION’s SNOMED question and LOINC answer value pair. 478 

(3) But, Jay also notes that “there is a distinction in the concept of ‘attribution’ that still escapes him” 479 

 Thomas says, in that case he doesn't understand the choice of terminology at all, Thomas suggests that normally, one 480 

wants to adopt one or other representational style and stick with it throughout any system as did Gerard. At an interface 481 

one can imagine having to convert. But in any case, the way to think about these terms might be: 482 

(1) 'ASSERTION': a predicate represented as a single atom - corresponds to an Entity/Property metaphysics where all 483 

things are either Entities or Properties of an Entity. Hence a Ferrari that is Red, i.e. has a Property of Red color. 484 

(2) 'EVALUATION': a predicate represented as a binary structure - corresponds to an Entity/Attribute/Value (EAV) 485 

metaphysics, where the world is described in terms of Entities, their Attributes, and the Values of those Attributes. 486 

Hence, a Ferrari whose Color = Red. 487 

(3) CONTEXT is instance-specific information (aka meta-data), such as for a planned procedure, CONTEXT is 488 

scheduled time, resources, etc. and for an observed fact, CONTEXT might be the patient, time, etc. Provenance 489 

data (who recorded what, when, where, how etc.) is contained by the Clinical Statement. Thomas Beale argued 490 

before that he thinks the word 'CONTEXT' should be limited to situational CONTEXT, i.e. when, where and who 491 

at the instance level. The utility of this CONTEXT information is to help uniquely identify or key the clinical 492 

statement in time and space. 493 

(4) Thomas argues that provenance is about who said each statement in the real world (also at the instance level). This is 494 

distinct from who recorded it into the information system, normally regarded as an IS audit concept, not a real-world 495 

provenance concept. 496 
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 497 

FHIR Clinical Reasoning 498 

In the September 2016 ballot cycle, CQF balloted the FHIR-Based Clinical Quality Framework (CQF-on-FHIR) IG as an STU8 499 

(Standard for Trial Use). This guidance was used to support the CQF-on-FHIR and Payer Extract tracks in the September 2016 500 

FHIR connect-a-thon. The guidance in the FHIR STU was prepared as a Universal Realm Specification with support from the 501 

Clinical Quality Framework (CQF) initiative, which is a public-private partnership sponsored by the Centers for Medicare & 502 

Medicaid Services (CMS) and the U.S. Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC) to identify, 503 

develop, harmonize, and validate standards for clinical decision support and electronic clinical quality measurement. 504 

 Part of the reconciliation for the CQF-on-FHIR IG September ballot involved incorporating the contents of the IG as a new 505 

module in FHIR, the FHIR Clinical Reasoning module. 506 

The Clinical Reasoning module provides resources and operations to enable the representation, distribution, and evaluation 507 

of clinical knowledge artifacts such as clinical decision support rules, quality measures, order sets, and protocols. In addition, the 508 

module describes how expression languages can be used throughout the specification to provide dynamic capabilities. 509 

Clinical Reasoning involves the ability to represent and encode clinical knowledge in a very broad sense so that it can be 510 

integrated into clinical systems. This encoding may be as simple as controlling whether a section of an order set appears based on 511 

the specific conditions that are present for the patient in content in a CPOE system, or it may be as complex as representing the 512 

care pathway for patients with multiple conditions. 513 

The Clinical Reasoning module focuses on enabling two primary use cases: 514 

 Sharing - The ability to represent clinical knowledge artifacts such as decision support rules, order sets, protocols, and quality 515 

measures, and to do so in a way that enables those artifacts to be shared across organizations and institutions. 516 

 Evaluation - The ability to evaluate clinical knowledge artifacts in the context of a specific patient or population, including the 517 

ability to request decision support guidance, impact clinical workflow, and retrospectively assess quality metrics. 518 

To enable these use cases, the module defines several components that can each be used independently, or combined to enable 519 

more complex functionality. These components are: 520 

 Expression Logic - The ability to represent expression logic using languages such as FHIRPath and Clinical Quality Language 521 

(CQL). 522 

 Definitional Resources - The ability to describe definitional resources, or template resources that are not defined on any 523 

specific patient, but are used to define the actions to be performed as part of a clinical knowledge artifact such as an order set 524 

or decision support rule. 525 

 Knowledge Artifacts - The ability to represent clinical knowledge artifacts such as decision support rules and clinical quality 526 

measures. 527 

For 2017, the Clinical Quality Framework initiative will continue to develop the FHIR Clinical Reasoning module and related 528 

standards. Specifically, the reconciled changes to the CQF-IG will be applied to the FHIR Clinical Reasoning module and 529 

published as part of FHIR STU3 in March 2017. The QI Core profiles will be updated to derive directly from US Core, and the 530 

QUICK tooling will be updated to provide conceptual documentation, as well as logical models suitable for use in authoring and 531 

evaluating CDS and CQI knowledge artifacts. The CQF initiative is actively working with multiple groups to continue to refine 532 

and implement the resources and guidance provided by the FHIR Clinical Reasoning module, including the National 533 

Comprehensive Cancer Network, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, and the National Committee for Quality 534 

Assurance. 535 

 536 

SIGG (MDHT, MDMI) Tools Approach Status and Plans 537 

While the overall development plan for SIGG (MDHT, MDMI) has not changed, the timeline and/or path must 538 

shift in 2017. FHA will need to cease developmental funding of SIGG this month (January) due to other 539 

emergent priorities and the SIGG team is wrapping up final development activity and the documentation 540 

component in preparation for disengagement. If the JIF proposal is accepted or the IPO can provide for further 541 

development under the FPG JET moving forward, then the SIGG is prepared to continue SIGG development 542 

unabated. 543 

 544 

                                                           
8 See https://www.hl7.org/fhir/2016Sep/clinicalreasoning-module.html  

https://www.hl7.org/fhir/2016Sep/clinicalreasoning-module.html
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Currently the SIGG and the components of the SIGG are being used, and extended, in the following projects: 545 

1. FHIR Proving Ground IPO Jet – MDMI Models are being developed for DoD DES native format and the VA 546 

eHMP native format to provide data in conjunction with existing MDMI Models for FHIR Profiles. The use 547 

case is a complete round-trip starting with a FHIR query from a FHIR Server, accessing a native server with 548 

its native access language, and returning the result to the FHIR service as a FHIR payload. This project has 549 

extended the use of SIGG to include not only payload Semantic Interoperability but also a prototype for 550 

query Semantic Interoperability.  Additionally, there was an alternative approach to the SIGG that was 551 

evaluated in this process, and the SIGG was selected as the superior solution. 552 

2. SAMHSA / AHIMA Case Definition Templates – The SIGG tooling, also branded as the SAMHSA Semantic 553 

Interoperability Workbench, is being extended to let Subject Matter Experts define and build special 554 

purpose templates for clinical pathways. The resulting templates are called Case Definition Templates. In 555 

the selection of the appropriate tooling for the project, 11 other products were evaluated. 556 

3. HL7 Structured Documents CDA on FHIR Working Group – The SIGG is being used by the working group to 557 

replace manually developed spreadsheets using automatically generate spreadsheets from the CCDA and 558 

FHIR MDMI Models. This will support the iterative development process of the Working Group as well as 559 

providing more detailed and precise information for the community. 560 

4. VA VLER – The use of the SIGG is being investigated by VA Subject Matter Experts to replace a process that 561 

uses manually development spreadsheets for mappings between VLER and CCDA data formats.   562 

5. HL7 FHIR RDF Working Group – Current members of the SIGG team and the HL7 FHIR RDF team are 563 

exploring how components of the SIGG and the SHEX / RDF technology can be coupled together to provide 564 

even broader capabilities. 565 

  566 
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COMMENTARIES and UPDATES 567 

 Nona Hall: The IIM&T project needs a governance structure and process; 

because, we have the potential for a governance quagmire. Our de-facto 

governance is two tiered. 

1. Model developers organizations’ governance, such as for FHA’s FHIM; 

where, models are provided to HL7 to be incorporated into an HL7 Balloted 

Clinical Logical Information Model (CLIM). 

2. HL7 ballot governance; where, balloted materials are formally 

3. configuration managed and peer reviewed as a part of the standardization 

process. 

ONC has team collaboration facilities called Technology Learning Community 

(TLC), which we might use to encourage distributed participation in defining and 

executing IIM&T governance. 

Continued next page. 

 

Figure 4 Technology Learning Community (TLC) Structure 

As an example, The Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information 

Technology (ONC) convenes a Healthcare Directory Technology Learning 

Community (HcDir TLC) on the second Friday of each month at 12 Eastern Time 

to build upon discussions held during the jointly hosted ONC/FHA Provider 

Directory Workshop.*  Public and private stakeholders are encouraged to 

participate in the HcDir TLC to share their healthcare directory experiences and 

perspectives; including interoperability, data quality, and existing and evolving 

standards. In addition, the HcDir TLC will seek to explore non-technical issues 

such as governance and sustainability recognizing that technical solutions alone 

are insufficient for successful implementation of healthcare directories.9 

 FHIM and the CIMI core model and Basic Meta Model (BMM) are being 

restructured to provide CIMI Reference Architype and Pattern touchpoints for the 

transition from FHIM domain classes to CIMI DCMs. This involves the use of 

                                                           
9 See https://oncprojectracking.healthit.gov/wiki/display/PDW/Provider+Directory+Workshop 
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Review/Approval vote  

Thu., November 24, 2016 

Thanksgiving Federal Holiday 

Wed., December 7, 2016 

FHA Managing Board Meeting 

Topic: SIGG 

Gail Kalbfleisch POC 

December 12-14, 2015 

HSPC Tooling Summit 

Salt Lake City, Utah 

Stan Huff POC 

December 12–15, 2016 

Driving Clinical Quality Collaboration 

Julia Skapic POC 

January 12–20, 2017 

HL7 Workgroup Meeting 

San Antonio, Texas 

 

 

https://oncprojectracking.healthit.gov/wiki/display/PDW/Provider+Directory+Workshop
https://join.freeconferencecall.com/arb0
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OMG’s Archetype Modelling Language (AML) UML profile; where, Sparx’s 

Enterprise Architect and No Magic’s MagicDraw are being used because they 

support AML. Galen Mulrooney and Claude Nanjo are the POCs. 

 The CIMI-FHIM harmonization artifacts are being (comments only) balloted at 

HL7 to provide peer review for the January workgroup meeting. Claude Nanjo is 

the ballot POC. 

 HL7’s EHR workgroup is doing an Immunization prototype for EHRS-FM, FHIM 

(eventual CLIM) and SIGG integration to produce FHIR profiles and conformance 

criteria, ideally for a March 2017 HL7 ballot. Gary Dickinson is the EHR WG POC. 

 

 

RELATED NOTES 

 Jay Lyle discussed thoughts on FHIM & SOLOR Integration. His message: 

From: Jay Lyle [mailto:jay.lyle@jpsys.com]  

Sent: Tuesday, November 15, 2016 8:40 AM 

Subject: FHIM & SOLOR 

 

Thoughts on FHIM & SOLOR, as summarized yesterday: 

 FHIM represents data elements specified in US realm interoperability 

requirements; e.g., C-CDA, FHIR/US CORE, NCPDP, ELR. 

o No SOLOR requirements in these specs: no SOLOR in FHIM. 

o When a spec stipulates a SOLOR value, we'll fold it in. 

 FHIM represents semantic model binding aligned with CIMI. 

o CIMI uses SCT concept model for model binding, but no attachment 

to SOLOR, yet. Difficulties loom. 

o When CIMI stipulates a SOLOR value, we'll fold it in. 

 Folding it in = updating a value set definition and binding, no different from 

current process. 

A bit tangentially, 

 To align with CIMI, FHIM does need to adopt multi-valent bindings 

o value sets, composed of all values sets identified by required 

specifications 

 e.g., body site = {armL, armR, legL, legR} + {12345, 

45678, 65421}; etc. 

We are doing this now. 

o value domain, using a SNOMED CT concept that semantically entails 

all values 

 e.g., body structure 

I’m not sure this is necessary, but it seems advisable. 

o model binding for element semantics 

 e.g., FINDING site 

We need to start doing this. 

 

 Rob McClure presented HL7 VOCAB WG “Binding Syntax” work in progress. 

o See http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=Binding_Syntax  

 

 

ACTION ITEMS 

Tue., November 29, 2016 

HL7 ARB Review/Approval of PSS, 

Steve Hufnagel POC 

TBD Date 

HL7 Steering Review/Approval of 

PSS, Steve Hufnagel POC 

TBD Date 

HL7 TSC Review/Approval of PSS, 

Steve Hufnagel POC 

 

 

http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=Binding_Syntax
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POINT OF CONTACT DIRECTORY 

Requested Action: Please send updated POCs to 

Stephen.Hufnagel.HL7@gmail.com and/or 

Nona.G.Hall.civ@mail.mil 

HL7 IIM&T 

Nona Hall, IPO DOD VA POC, and CIMI Facilitator 

Nona.G.Hall.civ@mail.mil 

Stephen Hufnagel, FHIM-HL7 Facilitator 

Stephen.Hufnagel.HL7@gmail.com 

HL7 CIMI 

Joey Coyle, CME Modeler 

joey@xcoyle.com 

Patrick Langford, CIMI Tools Developer 

Patrick@neuronsong.com 

Richard Esmond, CIMI Developer in Radiology Area 

Richard.Esmond@gmail.com 

Stan Huff, CIMI Lead 

Stan.Huff@imail.org 

Susan Matney, CIMI Support, PC Wound Assessment POC, 

and Clinical SME 

Susan.Matney@imail.org  

CQI/CDS/CQF 

Claude Nanjo, CQI/CQF Liaison for CQI/CQF and 

CDScnanjo@cognitivemedicine.com  

Julia Skapik, OST/ONC POC and CQF Proponent 

Julia.Skapik@hhs.gov  
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FHA FHIM 

Galen Mulrooney, FHIM UML Modeler 

Galen.Mulrooney@JPSys.com  

Steven Wagner, FHIM Project Manager 

switconsulting@comcast.net  

Jay Lyle, FHIM Terminologist, PC Wound Assessment 

POC, and SME 

Jay.Lyle@jpsys.com  

Robert McClure, FHIM Clinical SME, and HL7 Vocab 

POC 

rmcclure@mdpartners.com  

Sean Muir, Supports FHIM, and SIGG/MDHT/MDMI 

Developer 

Sean.Muir@jkmsoftware.com 

FHA SIGG 

Dan Morford, SIGG Program Manager 

Dan.morford@bookzurman.com  

Dave Carlson, SIGG/MDHT Developer 

Dave.Carlson@bookzurman.com  

Gail Kalbfleisch, FHA Director, FHIM and SIGG Proponent 

Gail.Kalbfleisch@hhs.gov  

Ken Lord, MDMI Developer 

Ken.Lord@bookzurman.com  

VA SOLOR 

Apurva Desai, Supports SOLOR 

Apurva.Desai@pivotal-insight.com 

Franklin Cuello, SOLOR Program Manager 

Franklin.Cuello@pivotal-insight.com  

Keith Campbell, SOLOR Lead SME 

Campbell@informatics.com  

Steven Douglass, Supports SOLOR 

sdouglass@getsamsnow.com  

Walter Sujansky, SOLOR language type questions/issues 

wsujansky@sujansky.com 

Monique van Berkum 

Monique.vanBerkum@va.gov 

Kilbourne, John, MD  

John.Kilbourne@va.gov 
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REFERENCE INFORMATION & LINKS 

2016-06 Preliminary Report https://1drv.ms/w/s!AlkpZJej6nh_k9YPmsR8Hl6zTlQ0NQ     

2016-08 Tech. Forum Notes https://1drv.ms/w/s!AlkpZJej6nh_k9gyRVADgOvM5SlJkQ    

2016-09 Final Report  https://1drv.ms/w/s!AlkpZJej6nh_k9dQ2qQnRuQM8gbu8A  

2016-11 IIM&T Status Brief https://1drv.ms/p/s!AlkpZJej6nh_k90kDv1RNHeSvZ2gjw   

Briefing Slides   https://1drv.ms/p/s!AlkpZJej6nh_k9dE-b_DAO8HSNNT6Q    

CIMI Practitioners’ Guide  https://1drv.ms/w/s!AlkpZJej6nh_k6ZUeG7W6TaWcbTZ4Q  

CIMI Web Site  http://www.opencimi.org  

CIMI Wiki   http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=Clinical_Information_Modeling_Initiative_Work_Group  

US CORE Wiki   https://oncprojectracking.healthit.gov/wiki/display/TechLabSC/DAF+Home   

HL7 Project Scope Statement https://1drv.ms/w/s!AlkpZJej6nh_k9dYlvNWaZ3DLPKSYg  

Newsletters   https://1drv.ms/f/s!AlkpZJej6nh_k-RIHMWezhAd7fONHg  

PC-CIMI Proof of Concept http://wiki.hl7.org/index.php?title=PC_CIMI_Proof_of_Concept 

Work Breakdown MPP https://1drv.ms/u/s!AlkpZJej6nh_k9dK5WOB8zkkUuaKgA  
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Acronym Index  

ADL, 2, 4, 5, 6 

AML, 2, 4, 17 

BMM, 1, 2, 5, 7, 16 

CDA, 4, 15, 17 

CIMI, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16, 17, 18, 19 

CLIM, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 16, 17 

CQF, 1, 2, 4, 14, 18 

CQL, 1, 14 

DAF, 1, 5, 19 

DCMs, 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 16 

EA, 3, 10 

EAV, 10, 13 

ECCF, 4 

EP, 10 

FHIM, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 16, 17, 18 

FHIR, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 12, 14, 15, 17 

FHIR US Core, 1 

HL7, 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 

IEPD, 4 

IHTSDO, 4 

IIM&T, 1, 2, 3, 16, 18, 19 

ISAAC, 4 

ISO13606, 2, 5 

KNARTs, 1, 7 

LOINC, 4, 10, 13 

MDHT, 4, 6, 14, 18 

MDMI, 4, 6, 14, 

15, 18 

NIEM, 4 

OpenEHR, 2, 4, 5, 

6 

QDM, 2, 5 

QI Core, 6 

QUICK, 2, 5, 14 

RxNorm, 4 

SAIF, 1, 2, 4 

SDC, 5 

SIGG, 4, 6, 14, 15, 

17, 18 

SNOMED, 2, 4, 6, 

7, 10, 13, 17 

SOLOR, 1, 2, 4, 7, 

17, 18 

SW, 3, 4 

TLC, 16 

US Core, 1, 2, 6 

vMR, 2, 5 
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